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Abstract 

By an E-group, we mean any p-group G in which the upper central 
factors have the same exponents. 

For a long time, there exist two conjectures: 

(I) “If G is a finite non-cyclic group of order ,np  p a prime and n an 

integer with ,2>n  then the order of G divides the order of the group 

( )GA  of its automorphisms”. 

(II) “If G is a finite group, then there exists a function ( )hg  for which 

( ) ,hppGA ≥  whenever ( ),hgpG ≥  where p is a prime number 

and h an integer with 2>h ”. 

A p-group is an E-group, if it belongs to ( ),,,, 1kcnpCE ∪  where 

( )1,,, kcnpCE ∪  is the collection of groups of order ,np  p a prime 
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and n, c, 1k  positive integers with ,2>c  2>n  and =+

i
i
Z

Z 1exp  

1exp kpZ =  for all ,1...,,2,1,0 −= ci  where 1−≥≥ cc ZZG  

101 =>≥ ZZ  is the upper central series of G and ZZ =1  is the 

center of G. 

In this paper 

 (I) We prove that if G is an E-group, then the first conjecture is always 
true. 

(II) By the proof of the first conjecture, we find a new value for the 
function ( )hg  such that ( ) hhg ≤  for all integers h with .2>h  We believe 

that this value is the best possible for E-groups. 

I. Proving the first conjecture 

1.1. Historical overview 

Since the 50’s there exists the conjecture: 

“If G is a finite non-cyclic group of order ,np  p a prime number and n 

an integer greater than 2, then the order G  of G divides the order ( )GA  

of the group ( )GA  of its automorphism”. 

Groups which satisfy this conjecture are called LA-groups. 

Many papers have been appeared upon this topic, but the conjecture 
remained open until now. For example: 

Schenkman in 1955 proved that a finite non-abelian group of class two  
is an LA-group [27]. In this paper, some lemmas were incorrect. In 1968, 
Faudree proved by another way those lemmas and he proved that a finite 
non-abelian group of class two is an LA-group [15]. 

Ree in 1956 proved that any finite non-abelian group of order np  and 

exponent p is an LA-group [25]. 
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Otto in 1966 proved that any finite abelian group of order np  is an       

LA-group [24]. 

Davitt and Otto in 1971 proved that a finite p-group with the central 
quotient metacyclic is an LA-group [6]. They also proved in 1972 that a 
finite modular p-group is an LA-group [7]. 

Davitt in 1970 proved that a metacyclic p-group of order np  is an LA-

group [5]. He also in 1972 proved that a non-abelian p-abelian finite group of 

order np  is an LA-group [8]. He also in 1980 proved that if ,4pZ
G ≤  then 

G is an LA-group [9]. 

Otto proved in [24, Theorem 1] that if G is a direct product ,KHG ×=  

where H is abelian of order rp  and K is a PN-group, then ( ) ≥GA  

( ) .KApr  

The result of this type not only extends the number of groups to which 
the conjecture is known to be true, but also, and perhaps more importantly, 
shows that the truth of the overall conjecture depends only on being able to 
prove it for a smaller class of groups. Otto’s result shows that it is sufficient 
to consider PN-groups, that is p-groups with no non-trivial abelian direct 
factors. 

Also, Hummel proved in [21] that if the p-group G is a central product 
,KH ⋅  where H is abelian and non-trivial and K  divides ( ) ,KA  then 

G  divides ( ) .GA  Hummel’s result shows that it is sufficient to consider 

p-groups which are not central product of no non-trivial groups ,KH ⋅  

where H is abelian and K  divides ( ) .KA  It may be noted here that if 

( ),GZ Φ≤/  where Z is the center of G, then there exists a maximal subgroup 

M of G such that .MZ ≤/  Then MZG ⋅=  and G is a central product of Z 
and M, where Z is abelian. If ( ),GZ Φ=  then G is of class two. Therefore, if 

G is of class ,2>c  then Z is a proper subgroup of ( ).GΦ  Therefore, in 
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trying to prove the first conjecture, it is sufficient to prove it for p-groups for 
which ( ).GZ Φ<  

Hence the truth of the overall conjecture depends only on being able to 
prove it for a class of groups which satisfy all the following Condition A: 

Conditions A. (i) G has class .2>c  

 (ii) G has more than two generators and so ,3≥t  where t is the number 

of invariants of .
2L

G  

(iii) G is a PN-group 

(iv) G is not a central product of ,KH ⋅  where H is abelian and K  

divides ( ) .KA  

(v) Z is a proper subgroup of ( ).GΦ  

1.2. Notations and definitions 

Throughout this paper, G will be a PN-group which satisfies Condition 
A. Also, we shall use the following notations: 

G is a finite non-abelian group of order ,np  p a prime number, 

[ ]GGG ,=′  is the commutator subgroup of ( )GZZG =,  is the center of G 

and ( )GΦ  is the Frattini subgroup of G. 

We denote the lower and the upper central series of G by: 

,111321 =>≥≥≥≥≥= +− ccc LLLLLLG  

where c is the class of G and [ ]GGGL ,2 =′=  is the commutator subgroup 

of G. Also, we denote the upper central series of G by  

,10121 =>≥≥≥≥= −− ZZZZZG ccc  

where ZZ =1  is the center of G. 
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We also denote by 121 ≥≥≥≥ tmmm  and 121 ≥≥≥≥ skkk  

the invariants of 
2L

G  and Z, respectively, where t and s are the numbers of 

invariants of 
2L

G  and Z, respectively. If mpLG =2  and ,kpZ =  then 

tmmmm +++= 21  and .21 skkkk +++=  Also, 1
2

exp mpL
G =  and 

.exp 1kpZ =  

( ),GA  ( )GI  and ( )GAc  are the groups of automorphisms, inner 

automorphisms and central automorphisms of G, respectively. ( )ZGHom ,  is 

the set of all homomorphisms of G into Z. 

A p-group G is called p-abelian if ( ) ppp baab =  for every two elements 

a and b of G. 

The p-group G is called metacyclic if it has a normal subgroup H such 
that both H and HG  are cyclic. 

We say that the p-group G has exponent p if 1=pa  for every .Ga ∈  

The p-group G is called PN-group if it has no non-trivial abelian direct 
factor. 

As we have mentioned in the abstract, a p-group is an E-group, if            
it belongs to ( ),,,, 1kcnpCE ∪  where ( )1,,, kcnpCE ∪  is the collection 

of groups of order ,np  p a prime and 1,, kcn  positive integers with ,2>c  

2>n  and 

1expexp 1 k
i

i pZZ
Z

==+  for all ,1...,,2,1,0 −= ci  (1) 

where 1011 =>≥≥≥ − ZZZZG cc  is the upper central series of G and 

ZZ =1  is the center of G. 

All groups G which belong to ( )1,,, kcnpCE ∪  are called E-groups. 
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All p-groups of maximal class are E-groups. If a p-group G has a 
maximal subgroup which is abelian, then G is an E-group. Also, all finite 
non-abelian p-groups with cyclic upper central factors are E-groups. 
Therefore, the class ( )1,,, kcnpCE ∪  is not empty. 

We have proved in [14, Lemma 1] that the relation (1) holds for all finite 
non-abelian p-groups. That is all p-groups which satisfy Condition A are      
E-groups. However, later on we found two examples of p-group G for which 
the relation (1) is not valid. These two examples are groups which do             
not satisfy Condition A. The first example is a group of class two. The 
second is a group which is a central product of groups ,KHG ⋅=  where H 

is abelian and K  divides ( ) .KA  So we tried persistently, however, 

unsuccessfully, to find a p-group satisfying Condition A, but in this 
particular group, the relation (1) is not valid. However, if in the future one 
could find a p-group that satisfies Condition A and in which the relation (1) 
is not valid, then it must be proved that this particular group is an LA-group. 

If such a group does not exist, then in this paper, we prove that the first 
conjecture is always true. 

Also, by proving the first conjecture, we find a new value for the 
function ( )hg  such that ( ) hhg ≤  for all integers h with .2>h  

1.3. Preliminaries-elementary results 

The number of automorphisms of a finite group has been an interesting 
subject of research for a long time. Here by ( ),GA  ( )GI  and ( ),GAc  we  

denote the groups of automorphisms, inner automorphisms and central 
automorphisms of G, respectively. 

The group ( )GI  of inner automorphisms of G is a normal subgroup of 

( )GA  and ( )GI  is isomorphism to .Z
G  Hence ( ) Z

GGI =  and so ( )GI  

is a p-group. 
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The group ( )GAc  of central automorphisms of G is a normal subgroup 

of ( )GA  and it is the centralizer of ( )GI  in ( ).GA  Also, ( )GAc  contains 

( )GI  if and only if ( )GI  is abelian. That is ( )GAc  contains ( )GI  if and only 

if G has class .2≤c  Also, it always holds that ( ) ( ) ( )( ).GIZGIGAc =∩  

Then ( ) ( ) ( )( ) .2
Z
Z

Z
GZGIZGIGAc ===∩  

For PN-groups G, it has been proved in [11, Lemma 1] that  

( ) ,a
c pGA =  with ( )∑=

st

km
ji

i

kma
,

1

,,min  where 121 ≥≥≥≥ tmmm  and 

skkk ≥≥≥ 21  1≥  are the invariants of the abelian groups 
2L

G  and Z, 

respectively. Therefore, if G is a PN-group, then ( )CAc  is also a p-group. 

Let ( ) A
p pGA =  be the greatest power of p which divides ( ) .GA  In 

order to prove that the p-group G is an LA-group, it is enough to prove that 

,nA ≥  where .npG =  

Since for PN-groups both ( )GI  and ( )GAc  are p-groups, we get 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )

( )

Z
Z

Z
GGA

GIGA
GIGAGIGAGAp

c

c
c

cp
A

2

⋅
=

⋅
=⋅≥= ∩  

( ) ,
2

ba
c ppZ

GGA ⋅=⋅=  

where .
2

bpZ
G =  Then we get 

,baA +=  where ( ) ( ) a
c

A
p pGApGA == ,  and .

2
bpZ

G =  

Let G be a PN-group of order .np  In order to prove that G is an           

LA-group, it is enough to prove that .nba ≥+  
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Blackburn proved in [1, Theorem 1.5] that if 121 ≥≥≥≥ tmmm  

are the invariants of ,
2L

G  then 

.expexpexpexp
1

1
4
3

3
22

+
− ≥≥≥≥≥

c
c

c
cm

L
L

L
L

L
L

L
Lp  

Let .exp 1 r
c

c pL
L

=−  Then 

 .2 rm ≥  (1) 

Take ., 1−∈∈ cLbGa  Then [ ] ZLba c ≤∈,  and so [ ]ba,  commutes 

with both a and b. Hence [ ] [ ] [ ]nnn bababa ,,, ==  for any positive integer 

n. Then [ ] [ ] .1,, ==
rr pp baba  This gives [ ] 1, =

rpba  for [ ] ., Zba ∈  

Thus Zb
rp ∈  for every 1−∈ cLb  and so 

 .1kr ≥  (2) 

By (1) and (2), we get 

.12 km ≥  

Since 12 km ≥  by [11, Lemma 1], we get ( )stka 212 −+≥  as .3≥t  

Hence we have 

.2 ska +≥  

Let 1011 =>≥≥≥= − ZZZZG cc  be the upper central series         

of G. Since it is an E-group, we have 1expexp 1 k
i

i pZZ
Z

==+  for all 

.1...,,2,1,0 −= ci  Therefore, we have .
2

1
12 Z

Z
Z

G
Z
Gp c

c
b −

−
⋅==  Since 

1−cZ
G  cannot be cyclic, we have .1

1
1+

−
≥ k

c
pZ

G  
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Hence 

( ) .1231
2

1
12

1111 +−−+−
−

=⋅≥⋅== kckckkc
c

b pppZ
Z

Z
G

Z
Gp  

Therefore, it is always valid 

.12 11 +−≥ kckb  

By these results, we get bskbaA ++≥+≥ 2  with .12 11 +−≥ kckb  

We could summarize all the results above in the following Lemma 1 and 
we shall use this lemma without any further references: 

Lemma 1. Let G be a group of order np  which satisfies Condition A. 

Then all the following conditions hold: 

  (i) ,baA +=  where ( ) ( ) a
c

A
p pGApGA == ,  and .

2
bpZ

G =  

 (ii) ,2 ska +≥  where s is the number of invariants of Z. 

(iii) .2112 11 ≥−≥+−≥ ckckb  

Now we are going to state some known results without proofs. There 
proofs could be found in [12], [14] and [19]. 

First we will state with a minor modification some results which have 
been proved in [14, Lemma 2]. 

For example, in case (v), it is stated that “if ,11 tmkmk ≥≥>  then 

11 −−++≥ msmka ”. That case (v) we change to “if ,11 tmkmk ≥≥≥  

then 11 −−++≥ msmka ”. The proof is exactly the same. 

Note that by this result, since ,1mk ≥  we get 1−+≥ sma  and 

therefore case (iv) can be written as follows: “If ,1mk ≥  then ”.1−+≥ sma  

Lemma 2. Let G be a group of order np  and class c. Also, let 

111321 =>≥≥≥≥≥= +− ccc LLLLLLG  and 21 −− ≥≥= ccc ZZZG  

101 =>≥≥ ZZ  be the lower and the upper central series of G, where 
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[ ]GGGL ,2 =′=  is the commutator subgroup of G and ZZ =1  is the 

center of G. Let km pZpL
G == ,

2
 and 121 ≥≥≥≥ tmmm  and 

121 ≥≥≥≥ skkk  be the invariants of 
2L

G  and Z, where t and s are        

the numbers of invariants of 
2L

G  and Z, respectively, ,exp 1
2

mpL
G =  

.exp 1kpZ =  In such a group, all the following conditions hold: 

  (i) ( ) ,a
c pGA =  where ( ).,min

,

,
∑=

st

ji
ji kma  

 (ii) If 1kmi ≥  for some i with ,1 ti ≤≤  then ( ) .sitika −+≥  

(iii) If ,11 tmkmk ≥≥≥  then .11 −−++≥ msmka  

(iv) If ,1 km ≤  then ,1−+≥ sma  where .
2

mpL
G =  

Lemma 3. Let G be a group of order np  and class c. If G has more than 

one maximal subgroup which is abelian, then: 

  (i) G has class two and .2pZ
G =  

 (ii) G′  is cyclic of order p. 

(iii) G has two generators if and only if all maximal subgroups of G are 
abelian. 

Proof. As in [12, Theorem 1.24, p. 14]. 

Lemma 4. Let G be a group of order np  and class c. Let H be a normal 

proper subgroup of G. Then there exists a normal subgroup K of G 

containing H such that .pH
K =  
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Proof. Assume that .1≠H  Then .1≠ZH ∩  Let K be a normal 

subgroup of G containing H. Then .1≠⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛

H
KZH

K ∩  Hence there exists 

⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛∈ H

KZH
Kx ∩  with .1≠x  Choose ⎟

⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛∈ H

KZH
Kx ∩  such that 1≠x  and 

.Hx p ∈  Then HxK ,=  and K is a normal subgroup of G. 

Lemma 5. Let G be a finite p-group with .rpZ
G =  If Z

G  has class less 

than p, then it has defined type which is the partition of r. Moreover, the two 

largest type invariants of Z
G  are the same. 

Proof. This has been proved by Hall in [19, p. 137]. 

Theorem 1*. Let G be a group of order np  and class ,2>c  where p is 

a prime and n is an integer greater than 2. Let 

111321 =>≥≥≥≥≥= +− ccc LLLLLLG  

and 

1021 =>≥≥≥≥= −− ZZZZZG tccc  

be the lower and the upper central series of G, where [ ]GGGL ,2 =′=  is 

the commutator subgroup of G and ZZ =1  is the center of G. 

We denote by 121 ≥≥≥≥ tmmm  and 121 ≥≥≥≥ skkk  the 

invariants of 
2L

G  and Z, respectively, where t and s are the numbers of 

invariants of 
2L

G  and Z, respectively. Since G has more than two generators, 

.3≥t  

                                                           
*This theorem has been proved in [14, Theorem 2]. But in that proof, there exist some 

points which maybe need more explanations. To overcome these ambiguous points, we give 
here a new proof of that theorem. 
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Let mpL
G =

2
 and .kpZ =  Then we have tmmmm +++= 21  and 

.21 skkkk +++=  Also, 1
2

exp mpL
G =  and .exp 1kpZ =  

In such a group, if the center Z of G is elementary abelian, then G is an 
LA-group. 

Proof. By Lemma 1, 

 .2112 11 ≥−≥+−≥ ckckb  (1) 

If kpZ =  and ,1=k  then ( ) ( ) .GZ
GpGIpGA ==≥  Therefore, 

we may assume that 

 .2≥k  (2) 

Since Z is elementary abelian, 1=ik  for all ....,,2,1 si =  

Then 

 .3kkta ≥≥  (3) 

Let ( ) .A
p pGA =  Then baA +≥  (Lemma 1), where ( ) .a

c pGA =  

By (1), (2) and (3), we have .813 ≥−+≥+≥ ckbaA  Since ,2≥k  

223 +≥≥ kka  and so nckA ≥++≥ 12  for .2
4−≥ nk  

Hence, 

 if 8≤n  or ,2
4−≥ nk  then G is an LA-group. (4) 

Therefore, we may assume that 

 9≥n  (5) 

and 

 .2
4−< nk  (6) 
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Since ,2
4−< nk  there exists some integer ,0>ϕ  such that =k  

.2
4 ϕ−−n  Since ,2≥k  we get ,22

4 ≥ϕ−−n  which gives .8−≤ϕ n  By 

(5), ,18 ≥−n  for all 9≥n  and so .1≤ϕ  But .0>ϕ  Hence 1=ϕ  and so 

 .2
5−= nk  (7) 

Then 

 2
1533 −≥≥ nka  (8) 

and so .2
153 bnbaA ++≥+≥  

If ,3≥b  then we get nnnbaA ≥−=+−≥+≥ 2
9332

153  as .9≥n  

Hence we may assume that .2=b  

Since baA +≥  and ,2=b  by (8), we get 2
11322

153 −=+−≥ nnA  

n≥  for .11≥n  

By (4), nA >  for .8≤n  Therefore, to complete the proof of the 
theorem, we have to prove that nA ≥  for 10=n  and .9=n  

For ,10=n  22
5 >−= nk  and so .3≥k  Then .1042 ≥+≥ kA  

Let .9=n  Then .22
5 =−= nk  Let .Z

GH =  Then ( ) .2
Z
Z

Z
GZHZ =⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛=  

Hence ( ) 2
~

Z
G

HZ
H −  and so ( )

2pHZ
H =  and ( ) .exp pHZ

H =  Then 

there exist elements Hba ∈,  such that ba ≠  and ( )HZba ∉,  and 

( ),HZa p ∈  ( ).HZb p ∈  Take ( )HZaA ,=  and ( ) ., HZbB =  Then 

A and B are maximal abelian subgroups of H. By Lemma 3, H is of class two 
and ( )HL2  is cyclic of order p. Then we have: G is of class 3 and so 
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,22 ZL ≤  .3 ZL ≤  Also, ( ) ( ) .2
22 Z

ZGL
Z
GLHL =⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛=  Then .2 pZ

ZL
=  

This gives .
2

2 pZL
L

=∩  Since ,23 ZLL ∩≤  pZL ≥∩2  and since 

ZZL ≤∩2  and ,2pZ =  we get .2
2 pZL ≤∩  Therefore, .3

2 pL ≤  

If ,2
2 pL ≤  then pLL

L == 3
3
2  and G has homocyclic lower central 

factors. Then by [14, Theorem 1], G is an LA-group. Therefore, we may 

assume that .3
2 pL =  Then ZZL =∩2  and so .2LZ ≤  Hence 2LZ ≤  

.2Z≤  Since ,exp 2 pZ
Z =  we get .exp

2
2 pL

Z =  Since ,exp
2

pZ
G =  we have 

.exp 2

2
pL

G ≤  Then km ≤≤ 21  and Lemma 2 gives ,11 +≥−+≥ msma  

as .2=s  For ,3
2 pL =  we have 63 =−= nm  as .9=n  Therefore, 

.71 ≥+≥ ma  Thus .9≥+≥ baA  

This proves Theorem 1. 

Corollary 1. Let G be a group as in Theorem 1. Then G is an LA-group 
under any one of the following conditions: 

1.1. If .3≤b  

1.2. If .exp pZ
G =  

1.3. If G is regular and .exp pG =′  

Proof. 1.1. If ,2=b  then 2
2

pZ
G =  and since 

2Z
G  cannot be      

cyclic, we have pZ
G =

2
exp  and so pZ =exp  and by Theorem 1, G is an 

LA-group. 

If ,3=b  then 3
2

pZ
G =  and so .exp 2

2
pZ

G ≤  
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If ,exp 2

2
pZ

G =  then 2exp pZ =  and so .21 ≥k  This gives ≥b  

.3212 11 −≥+− ckck  For ,3=b  we get .3=c  Then Z
GH =  has class 2 

and since ( ) ,2
Z
Z

Z
GZHZ =⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛=  we get ( ) .~

2Z
G

HZ
H −  Since H has class 2, 

we have ( )HZ
H  is abelian and by Lemma 5, ( )HZ

H  has type ( ).,, ppp  

Then ( ) ,expexp
2

pHZ
H

Z
G ==  a contradiction. Therefore, pZ

G =
2

exp  

and so pZ =exp  and by Theorem 1, G is an LA-group. 

1.2. If ,exp pZ
G =  then we get pZ

GZ =⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛exp  and so pZ

Z =2exp  and 

the result follows by Theorem 1. 

1.3. For any regular p-group, we have GZ
G ′= expexp  and so 

,exp pZ
G =  and the result follows by Corollary 1.2. 

Theorem 2. Let G be a group as in Theorem 1. If G has class ,3=c  

then G is an LA-group. 

Proof. By Theorem 1, we may assume that Z is not elementary abelian. 
Then .21 ≥k  So 

 .2≥k  (1) 

By Lemma 1, 

 ( ) skstka +≥−+≥ 222  (2) 

as .3≥t  

Hence 

 .12 +≥ ka  (3) 
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Let ( ) .A
p pGA =  Then 

 .baA +≥  (4) 

By Corollary 1.1, we may assume that 

 .4≥b  (5) 

By (3), (4) and (5), we get 

 .52 +≥+≥ kbaA  (6) 

Since ,2≥k  for ,3=c  we have .952 ≥+≥ kA  Also, nkA ≥+≥ 52  

for .2
5−≥ nk  Therefore, 

 if 9≤n  or ,2
5−≥ nk  G is an LA-group. (7) 

Hence we may assume that 

 10≥n  (8) 

and .2
5−< nk  

Since ,2
5−< nk  there exists some integer 0>x  such that =k  

.2
5 xn −−  But 2≥k  and so ,22

5 ≥−− xn  which gives .9−≤ nx  By 

(8), .19 ≥−n  So 1≤x  and since ,0>x  we have .1=x  Then 

 .2
6

2
5 −=−−= nxnk  (9) 

By (3), we have 

 .512 −=+≥ nka  (10) 

Since ,4≥b  we first prove Claim 1. 

Claim 1. We claim that if ,4=b  then G is an LA-group. 
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Let .4=b  Then .4
2

pZ
G =  Let .Z

GH =  Then ( ) 22
~

Z
G

Z
Z
Z
G

HZ
H −=  

and so ( ) .
2

4
HZ

H
Z
Gp ==  In that case, since G has class Z

GHc == ,3  

has class 2. Hence ( )HZ
H  is abelian. Then by Lemma 5, ( )HZ

H  has either 

type ( )22, pp  or ( ).,,, pppp  We shall assume then ( )HZ
H  has type 

( )22, pp  and get a contradiction. 

Let ( )HZ
H  has type ( )., 22 pp  Then there exist elements a, b of H such 

that ( ) ( )HZaHZaba p ∉∉≠ ,,  and ( ).
2

HZa p ∈  Also, ( ) ∉∉ pbHZb ,  

( )HZ  and ( ).
2

HZb p ∈  Take the groups ( )HZaA 1=  and ( ) .1 HZbB =  

Then A and B are normal abelian subgroups of H and ( ) =HZ
A  

( ) .2pHZ
B =  Applying Lemma 4 to subgroups A and B, we can find 

subgroups M and N of H such that .pB
N

A
M ==  

Take ⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛∈ A

MZA
Mx ∩  such that 1≠x  and .Ax p ∈  Then ., AxM =  

Take ⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛∈ B

NZB
Nw ∩  with 1≠w  and .Bwp ∈  Then ., BwN =  

Then pB
N

A
M ==  and so M and N are maximal subgroups of H and       

they are both abelian. Then by Lemma 3, it should be ( ) ,2pHZ
H =  a 

contradiction. 
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Therefore, ( )HZ
H  has type ( ).,,, pppp  Then ( ) ,expexp

2
pHZ

H
Z
G ==  

which gives pZ =exp  and by Theorem 1, G is an LA-group. This proves 

our claim. Therefore we may assume that 

 .5≥b  (11) 

By (10) and (11), we get .nbaA ≥+≥  This proves Theorem 2. 

Corollary 2. If ,4≤b  then G is an LA-group. 

Proof. If ,4=b  then by the claim, we have proved in Theorem 2, G is 

an LA-group. 

If ,3≤b  then the result follows from Corollary 1.1. 

Theorem 3. Let G be a group as in Theorem 1. If ,21 ≤k  then G is an 

LA-group. 

Proof. By Theorem 1, we may assume that .21 ≥k  Then 21 =k  and so 

 .2≥k  (1) 

By Corollary 2, we may assume that 

 .5≥b  (2) 

By Lemma 1, we get ( ) ,222 skstka +≥−+≥  as .3≥t  Thus 

 .12 +≥ ka  (3) 

Let ( ) .A
p pGA =  Then baA +≥  and so .1062 ≥+≥ kA  Also, 

nkA ≤+≥ 62  for .2
6−≥ nk  Hence 

 for 10≤n  or for ,2
6−≥ nk  G is an LA-group. (4) 

Therefore, we may assume that 

 11≥n  (5) 
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and .2
6−< nk  Since ,2

6−< nk  there exists some integer 0>x  such that 

.2
6 xnk −−=  But 2≥k  and so ,22

6 ≥−− xn  which gives .10−≤ nx  

By (5), 110 ≥−n  for all n with .11≥n  This gives 1≤x  and so .1=x  
Then 

 .2
7−= nk  (6) 

By (3) and (6), we get 
 .612 −=+≥ nka  (7) 

Claim. By Corollary 2, we may assume that .5≥b  We claim that if 
,5=b  then G is an LA-group. 

By Theorem 4 in [14], we may assume that .22 −≥ cb  If ,5=b  then 

we get ,522 ≤−c  which gives .42
7 <≤c  Therefore ,3≤c  as by 

Theorem 2, G is an LA-group. This proves our claim. 

By this claim and Corollary 2, we may assume that 

 .6≥b  (8) 

By (7) and (8), we get .66 nnbaA =+−≥+≥  This proves     
Theorem 3. 

Corollary 3. If ,5≤b  then G is an LA-group. 

Proof. With ,5=b  we have proved in Claim 2 that G is an LA-group. If 
,4≤b  then the result follows by Corollary 2. 

Theorem 4. Let G be a group as in Theorem 1. If the center Z of G is 
cyclic, then G is an LA-group. 

Proof. By Theorem 3, we may assume that .31 ≥k  Then 

 .3≥k  (1) 

Also, by Corollary 3, we may assume that 

 .6≥b  (2) 
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By Lemma 1, we get ( ) .222 skstka +≥−+≥  Hence 

 .12 +≥ ka  (3) 

Let ( ) .A
p pGA =  Then .1372 ≥+≥+≥ kbaA  Also, nkA ≥+≥ 72  

for .2
7−≥ nk  Thus, for 13≤n  or for ,2

7−≥ nk  G is an LA-group. 

Therefore we may assume that 

 14≥n  (4) 

and .2
7−< nk  Since ,2

7−< nk  there exists some integer 0>x  such that 

.2
7 xnk −−=  But 3≥k  and so ,32

7 ≥−− xn  which gives .13−≤ nx  

By (4), 113 ≥−n  for all .14≥n  Then 1≤x  and so .1=x  Then 

 .2
8−= nk  (5) 

Since Z is cyclic, we have .1kk =  Also, 12 11 +−≥ kckb  gives 

( ) ,121212 +≥+−=+−≥ kckkkcb  as 

 .4≥c  (6) 

By (3) and (6), we get 24 +≥+≥ kbaA  and so by (5), we get 

.14222
8424 −=+−=+≥+≥ nnkbaA  But 14≥n  and so ≥A  

.142 nn ≥−  This proves Theorem 4. 

Theorem 5. Let G be a group as in Theorem 1. If G has class ,4≤c  
then G is an LA-group. 

Proof. If G has class ,3≤c  then G is an LA-group (Theorem 2). Hence 
we may assume that .4=c  

Also, by Theorems 1 and 4, we may assume that Z is not elementary 
abelian and not cyclic. Then ,21 ≥k  1kk >  and .2≥s  Thus 

 .3≥k  (1) 
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By Lemma 1, ( ) ,222 skstka +≥−+≥  as .3≥t  So 

 .22 +≥ ka  (2) 

Let ( ) .A
p pGA =  By Lemma 1, we have 

 .baA +≥  (3) 

By Corollary 3, we may assume that 

 .6≥b  (4) 

Also, .1482 ≥+≥+≥ kbaA  Also, nkA ≥+≥ 82  for .2
8−≥ nk  

Thus, for either 14≤n  or ,2
8−≥ nk  G is an LA-group. 

Hence we may assume that 

 15≥n  (5) 

and .2
8−< nk  

Since ,2
8−< nk  there exists some integer 0>x  such that =k  

.2
8 xn −−  But 3≥k  and so ,32

8 ≥−−= xnk  which gives .14−≤ nx  By 

(5), 114 ≥−n  for all 15≥n  and so .1≤x  But 0>x  and so 1=x  and 

 .2
9−= nk  (6) 

By (2) and (6), we get 

 .722 −=+≥ nka  (7) 

By Theorem 3, we may assume that .31 ≥k  Then 12 11 +−≥ kckb  

.53 −≥ c  Since ,4=c  we get 

 .753 ≥−≥ cb  (8) 
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By (7) and (8), we get .nbaA ≥+≥  

This proves Theorem 5. 

Corollary 5. If ,7≤b  then G is an LA-group. 

Proof. By Theorem 4 in [14], we may assume that .22 −≥ cb  So we 

have 722 ≤≤− bc  which gives .52
9 <≤c  Hence 4≤c  and by Theorem 5, 

G is an LA-group. 

Theorem 6 (The first conjecture). Let G be a non-cyclic group of order 
np  and class c, where p is a prime number and n is an integer greater       

than two. Then the order of G divides the order of the group ( )GA  of its 

automorphisms. 

Proof. By Theorem 5, we may assume that G has class .5≥c  Also, by 
Theorems 1 and 4, we may assume that the center Z of G is not elementary 
abelian and not cyclic. By Theorem 3, we may assume that .31 ≥k  

Hence 

 .4≥k  (1) 

By Lemma 1, ( ) ,222 skstka +≥−+≥  as .3≥t  This gives 

 .222 +≥+≥ kska  (2) 

Let ( ) .A
p pGA =  By Lemma 1, we have 

 .baA +≥  (3) 

By Corollary 5, we may assume that 

 8≥b  (4) 

By (2), (3) and (4), we have .102 +≥+≥ kbaA  Since ,4≥k  we 

have .18102 ≥+≥ kA  Also, nkA ≥+≥ 102  for .2
10−≥ nk  
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Thus, for either 18≤n  or ,2
10−≥ nk  G is an LA-group. 

Therefore, we may assume that 

 19≥n  (5) 

and .2
10−< nk  

Since ,2
10−< nk  there exists some integer 0>x  such that =k  

.2
10 xn −−  But 4≥k  and so ,42

10 ≥−−= xnk  which gives .18−≤ nx  

By (5), 118 ≥−n  and so .1≤x  Then ,1=x  as .0>x  Thus 

 .2
11−= nk  (6) 

By (2) and (6), we get 

 .922 −=+≥ nka  (7) 

Since 3,5 1 ≥≥ kc  and ,12 11 +−≥ kckb  we get 

 1053 ≥−≥ cb  as .31 ≥k  (8) 

By (7) and (8), we get .nbaA >+≥  This proves Theorem 6 and the first 
conjecture. 

II. Proving the second conjecture 

As we mentioned in the beginning of this paper, the second conjecture 
has as following: 

“If G is a finite group, then there exists a function ( )hg  for which 

( ) ,h
p pGA ≥  whenever ( ),hgpG ≥  where p is a prime number and h 

an integer with ”.2>h  

The existence of the function ( )hg  was first conjectured in 1954 by 

Scott [28], who proved that ( ) .32 =g  In 1956, Ledermann and Neumann 
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[23] proved that in the general case of finite groups ( ) ( )31−≤ hhg  

.1 hph +⋅ −  Also, Green [17] and Howarth [20] reduced this bound. In 1970, 

Hyde [22] proved that if G is a p-group, then ( ) 1+= hhg  for 4≤h  and 

( ) ( )32
1 −= hhhg  for .5≥h  In 1980, we reduced this bound to ( ) hhg =  

for 5≤h  and ( ) 2
6
1 hhg =  for 12≥h  [12]. Also, for ,117 ≤≤ h  we gave 

some other expression for ( ).hg  In 1988, Burmester and Exarchakos [3] 

proved that ( ) hhg =  for 6≤h  and ( ) 2
7
1 hhg =  for 42≥h  and for 

,417 ≤≤ h  they gave the following expressions for ( ).hg  They proved     

that for ,127 ≤≤ h  ( ) ,133 −= hhg  for ,2213 ≤≤ h  ( ) ,313 −= hhg  for 

,3123 ≤≤ h  ( ) 817 −= hhg  and for ,4132 ≤≤ h  ( ) .1429 −= hhg  In 

2012, Exarchakos et al. in [13] reduced all the above bounds considerably. 
For the first time up to the present day, the function ( )hg  takes a linear 

expression for all integers h with .2>h  They proved that ( ) hhg =  for 

13≤h  and ( ) 112 −= hhg  for .14≥h  

By Theorem 6, as we have proved it in this paper, we get that ( ) hhg =  

for all integers h with .2>h  Note that if ( ) ,hhgpG =≥  then ( ) .hpGA ≥  

We believe that the function ( ) hhg ≤  is the best possible for p-groups. 

Therefore, Theorem 6, which has contributed to the proof of the first 
conjecture gives the best (least) function ( )hg  and also proves the second 

conjecture for p-groups G. 
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